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Schuller: Book Review. - Literatur

BOOK REVIEW

I

JIU l,ool:s ~ i• this t,•rioJi,4l "'"' 1H
t,roe,,ml from or 1bro111b Correor1/i11

p-,,.

St. So111b 1•6nso• .dt1•.,,••
lhbirr1 Ho11s•, 3"8
Lollis, Mhsom 63118.

MBNTAL HBALTH AND SEGREGATION. Edited by Martin M. Grossack.
New York: Springer Publishins Company,
1963. 256 pases. Paper. $4.00.
This book is one of the most devasratins
judsfflents upon the effects of sesresation
that has ever been published. A collection
of 23 a.rticles and papers by social and medical scientists, the book provides viral information for understanding and participatins
in the revolutionary movement which is at
last emancipating Nesroes from the psychic
stresses and suains imposed by a s)•stcm of
segregation.
'Mental health" - defined as '"the extent
to which individuals can deal satisfactorily
with the conditions of existence, their feelings of self-love and their ability to relate to
others" - is examined through statistical
studies of frequency rate for various types of
mental illness, case studies of emotional
problems. data on aime and delinquency
rates, and rich source material on various
psychological variables. The articles fall into
five large categories: Segregation and Negro
Morale, Negro Children, Adolescence and
Adulthood, Emotional Health of Negroes,
and Psychotherapy with Negroes.
Most of these studies reflect the effects of
segregation during the past two decades, when
the myth of iDDate Negro inferiority still
sway. held
Io addition to other adjustment
problems, the Negro faces life with the additional frustrations and anxieties of being
• person marked u • member of an inferior
minority group. While each must learn to
adjust in his own way, oo ooc can csmpe the
syStem. Negro chilclreo are .revealed to have
0

ioreriorized white ego-ideals and thus often

have strons negative feelings about them·
selves. These same children receive little
guidance from their parents in dcaliq with
whites or in rccosnizins and dealiq with
fcelinss of inferiority and resentment. Perhaps the most shockins blow of all is to
realize that even in psychotherapy the Negro
c:innot escape his racial and cultural position.
Problems with white therapists, the we of
race problems as an eBO defense, problems of
rapport, and the very goals of therapy are 111
special problems for the Negro patient.
As Grossack indic:ites in his notes 011 re•
search needed in the future, the psychological
problems of Negro life continue. Not toO
long a.so the Governor of Alabama sponsored
a study to prove that Negro people are in•
narely inferior. At the same time, however,
since 1954, a "new Nesro" has appca.rcd in
Americ:in life. The old mask of submissive
fawnins is &0ne; he is besinnins to stand IS
a man strivins for the rishts of his childrco
to live ps)•chologic:illy full and productiTC
lives.
All churchmen should know this booknot just those interested in "race relations."
DAVID

S. SCHULLD

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICBS OP PASTORAL CARB. By Russell L Dicks.
Englewood Oufs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
1963. 141 pases. Ooth. $2.95.
/lf.INISTBRING TO THB PHYSICAILY
SICK. By Carl J. Scherzer. Enslcwood
Oufs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963. 142
pases. Ooth. $2.95.
These are the first rwo volumes in a laraescale venture which will eventually produce
studies
practically
on
every upect of pastOfll
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are and coumeling. Other tides soon to be the obvious in counseling and making sick
published are to cover mariral problems, calls, and perhaps these things need to be
alcoholism, theology
counseling,
and
apin. The theology in both volumes
said premarital counseling, problems of the childless seems thin, and in some cases the pastor's
muple, of the deeply troubled, and of the approach could have been much stronger
dying, and group counseling. Still others are theologically.
in preparation.
It is difficult to know how to recommend
This undertaking will probably be wcl- thispastoral
series, especially these first volumes. for
counselors, who find it the pastor who is particularly trained or who
a,med by
difficult to get material on many of these already has something of a library in this
subjects, especially material that is both con- area, these books would probably add nothcise and relevant to the pastor's interests.
ing new. for the pastor whose library is
The authors of these first two books are limited or who feels the need of basic orienwell-known specialists in their fields, as are tation and help in pastoral care and counselthe authors listed for the volumes to be ing, these books-and probably the whole
printed soon. Therefore one can feel con- series - could be of substantial help.
KENNETH H. BRlilMBIBa
fident that he is gcuing a viewpoint that has
mer the tcSt of considerable experience in
THB BARUBSI' RBCORDS OP JBSUS. By
the field. Another value of this series is that
Francis Wright Beare. New York: Abingit is a convenient way for the pastor to build
don Press, 1962. 2S4 pages. Cloth. $6.S0.
a pastoral care library systematically.
Beare's book is to provide students with
The first two volumes arc short and to the
point. Each can be read in one sining, 11 a seaion by section companion to the Greek
benefit to a pastor who is confronted with harmony of the Synoptic Gospels first compiled by Albert Huck and later revised by
• specific situation and wants ready help.
Hans
Lietzmann. This harmony is in we
Doth books read easily and contain much
case material that brings the basic principles at almost every seminary in the country.
Bcare's purpose is to lead students into an
to life. It is obvious that the authors arc
"understanding of the nature of the matespeaking from deep personal conviction. The
rials with which he bas to deal, and of the
first book is a general introduaion. It demotives and methods of the Evangelists"
fines basic approaches and sets down general
( p. 11 ) . This is c:ert:aioly a praiseworthy
applications. The second deals more nargoal. To this reviewer's knowledge, this
rowly with visiting the sick.
book bas no predecessor in format or inA series like this one is bound to contain
tention.
repetition. After all, the basic approaches
Beare states his presuppositiom in a tea•
in praaically all counseling are about the page introduction. for him all the Gospels
ame. On the other band, each author will are anonymous. The material in them has
come at the ume point from a differentthe been shaped by the oral uammission that
IOlle, and
repetition of an idea may well preceded the writing of the first Gospel.
haw: a strong, positive, cumulative effea.
St. Mark, about A. D. 70. Matthew, wrium
The first volume suffers from presenting about A. D. 100, and I.uke, dating in its
much the -.me point of view that bas ap- present form from the second ceomr, (pospeared in numerous other such books. The sibly even u late u A.D. ISO), both abow
sea,nd suifera from being somewhat super- a later form of the Marbo tradition and
ficial and at times making a point of the present ooo-Marbo material All three
Gospels have thus, acmrdiDB to Beare, been
obvious. But clerB)'men
miss
often seem to
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influenced by oral uansm1ss1on, selection,
the theological needs of the church of the
writers' day, the misunderstanding of fallible
human minds, and the suiding work of the
Holy Spirit of God. Historiml exegesis,
working with the tools of form aiticism,
sets about the task of identifying the influence of these factors and the :iuthentic basis
of each narrative or saying.
How then should a reviewer assess the
value of Bea.re's work? A number of comments are necess:u1•. ( 1 ) Bea.re's method
has the value of drawing the student's attention to those elements in the text of the
Synoptics that :in interpreter must recognize
as unique to a particular Gospel. The author
also points to the significant variations in
detail in the account of the same story
given in two or more Gospels, for ex:imple,
in the healing of the Syro-Phoenician woman's daughter in Matthew 15 and Mark 7.
(2) Some judgments are unneccSS3.1'ily sceptical. For example, Beare quite summarily
dismisses the idea that Jesus can have used
allegory (for example, in the parables of the
sower and the ten virgins). Whole narratives
or sections of narratives are branded as legend, myth, or the aeatioo of the church.
Often he does not even give reasons beyond
vague generalizations. (3) On the other side,
he himself .6.ads Bultmann too negative at
times. While Beare'• attitude toward some
miracles is negative, he does not rule out

muade ,x bn,oth,n.
It perhaps lies in the very nature of the
book that the reader never obtains a clear
view of the strueture or distinctive theological concerns of any one Gospel Yet
this would seem to be of decisive importanc:e
for the understanding of any variation in the
acmunts of the same narrative in diJferent
Gospels. To take the story of the SyroPhoenician woman as an example (Matt. 15
and Mark 7), the unique features of the
Matthaean acmunt ( the name "Canaanite,"
the dialog between Christ and the disciples,

the emphasis on the woman's faith, the use
of "Son of David," the variation in FOi·
raphy from M:irk) must be unden100d in
the light of Matt.10:5,6, which restrim the
proclamation of the kingdom to Galilee, and
of the Servant Song of Isaiah 42. The disciples' request betrays a misunderstaodioa of
Christ's mission. The narrative in Matthew
thus serves to clarify the basis for the inclusion of Gentiles in the true Israel - an
unwavering faith in the face of obstacles
(compare John's words in Matt. 3:7-10).
In Matthew the account looks forward to
Matt. 28: 18 ff. Of :ill this there is scarcely
:i word in Bc:ire. But even if one is a form
critic, how can one understand the meaniDJ
of a passage without such reference to Matthew's concern for a definition of Israel in
the new age? A simifar objection might be
raised against the sc:ircity of references to
the Old Testament :ind to Judaica. Too frequent!)• form aiticism seems to come out as
personal feelings without substance.
Nonetheless, the book forces the student
into the text. In accepting or rejecting the
positions t:iken in the book, the student will
learn a grc:it deal about the proper inter•
pretotion of the text of Saipture and about
the necessity of engaging every commentator
and scholar that he reads in a di:alog rather
than simply reading without an ongoioa
critique. Better theologians should result.
Beare, an Anglican, is professor of New
Testament studies, Trinity College. Toronto.
EDGAR KJlBNTZ

IN THB BBGINNING: A JOURNBY
THROUGH GBNBSIS. By Jack Finepn.
New York: Harper & Brothers, c. 1962.
159 pages. Cloth. $3.50.
A ]0Nrne1 1lwo11gh Gm.sis is the subtitle
of this popular work. As the reader travels
with Finegan, he is introduced to the COD•
cepts of aeation out of nothing, the "event"
character of the Fall, the mortality of Adam,
the unity of mankind, the subStaDtial historicity of the pauiarchal stories and tenm
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IUCh u "myth" and "legend." Time is taken ful how and where they disown these emto explore much of the landscape of the phases, while being equally cautious in what
ancient Near Eastern world and to explain they accept from a Schweitzeriaomere
theoloBf
relevant arcbaeolosical evidence. There
arcdescends
that
to
bum1ni1m,
often
frequent detours, however, as the writer disWILLIAM J. DANKBll
cusses the sanctity of life in connection with
the Cain story or American race relations on GBSAMMBLTB SCHRIFI'BN. By Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. Edited by Eberhard Bethge.
the basis of Genesis 10. One chapter preVolume II. Miinchen: Chr. Kaiser Versents the alternative of followins the examlag, 1959. 667 pages. Paper. DM 23.20.
ple of Noah's drunkenness or of taking the
Nnirite vow of abstinence. The story of
This is the second in a projected fourAdam's exhumed corpse in Noah's ark is volume edition of writinss by and pertainins
but one of the many tourist attractions. For to Bonhoefler, who was executed under Hitthe laym:an, at least, the journey should be ler, April 9, 1945. It contains resolutions,
interestinsNORMAN C. HADEL
essays, circular letters and correspondence,
for the years 1933--43.
SHORTBR ATLAS OP THB CLASSICAL
The volume begins with essays in which
WORLD. By H. H. Sculbrd and A. A. M.
the author seeks to determine why "the
van der Heyden. New York: Thomas
political, philosophical, and religious thought
Nelson & Sons, 1962. 239 pages and 14
of the young generation mirrors itself in the
maps. Cloth. $3.95.
image of P;;h,11r'' (p. 20) and asks the
This adu is a delightful pictorial and pointed question: 'To what extent is leadtextual introduction to the history of ancient ing and being led healthy and genuine, and
Greece and Rome. It is intended for both at what point does it become sick and unthe interested general reader and the student. limited?" (p. 21)
Over two hundred photographs illustrate the
He shows how the loss of individualism,
text. Most
are clear and excellent ( though
of liberalism and of personality made Gerthe little bronze jockey, No.117, looks far
mans seek relief from nihilism in the aubetter in aauality than the picture susscscs).
thority of the Piihr11r concept. The book
The
is generally interestins and free of
text
contains source material on Boahoeifer's
error (the caption to fisure 67 is wroq).
participation in the Jewish question, the
If you like antiquity and art books, this is
struggle between church and state on the
a Steal at the price.
EDGAR K1lBNTZ
university campus, the inroads by National
Socialists into the teachins and the governPILGRIM.A.GB TO HUMANITY. By Albert ment of the church, the eifect: of the Aryan
Schweitzer. New York: Philosophical Li- myths and laws on church life, the
brary, 1961. 107 pages. Cloth. $3.7S.
Synotl•, the B•th•lllr confession, Boahoeifer's
Wide knowledge of Schweitzer's works stay in F-ngl■nd and visit to America, the
and
have &0nc into choosins Barmen theses, the Confessiq Church
infinite pains
a shinins sentence here and a brilliant para- (which occasioned studies on church fellow.
graph there to make a remarkable mosaic ship by Bonhoeffer and involved him in
of Schweitzer's tbouaht and life, with special debate with such theologians u Gollwitzer,
accent on his well-known reverence for life Kiinnetb, and Sasse). the persecution of pasand aflirmation of creation. la spite of his tors and church members under Hitler,
Teael,
Bonboeffer's
at
and tbe
imprisonment
own extremes in this area, all who profess
the Judaeo-Christian herirqe must be cue- Br,uh,l,,au at Pinkenwalde. The mrre-

s,.,,,,.
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shows the in.fluspondence with Karl
ence of the Swiss theolopn on Bonhoeffer.
Others among his correspondents are Paul
L Lehmann, John Baillie, and Reinhold
Niebuhr. In spite of his tense aaivity he
still wrote frequently to his po.rents. This
volume takes its place among the sources
for the study of the church in Germany
under National Socialism. It also conmins
valuable insights into theological and sociological questions.
ERWIN L. LUEKER

Barth

has no main entry, but is mentioned seven
times. As outsiders see us, we are stroDBIY
confessional in matters of church fellowship,
advanced in our use of radio and TV, closely
related to the Lutheran free churches of
Europe, and influenced by the Luthena
World Federation, even though we are not
involved seriously in any union endeavors.
This work will not duplicate other material in your library. If you have the S15 it
takes, you might well consider its purchase.
An English languase edition would be a
must for any well-informed pastor.
EDGAR KRENTZ

WBLTKIRCHBN LBXIKON: HANDBUCH DBR OBKUMBNB. Edited by
Franklin H . Littell and Hans Hermann
Walz. Srungarr: Kreuz-Verlag, 1960. RBFOR/lfl!TION STUDIES: BSSII.YS IN
1792 columns; plus 48 full-page plates.
HONOR OP ROLAND H. BII.INTON.
Cloth. DM 58.00.
Edited by Franklin H. Littell. Richmond,
This lexicon fills a unique place in the
Va.: John Knox Press, c. 1962. 285
world of theological reference books. Its
pases. Cloth. $5.50.
purpose is to give in outline the necessary
Roland H. Bainton, as Georgia Harkness
information about history, personages, cus- writes in her biographical appreciation of
toms, institutions, societies, denominations, him, is indeed "a lovable, scholarly, deeply
and ecumenical groups for the undersmnding Christian character." His former students
of the work of the church throughout the have honored him and themselves in this
world. Written under the aegis of the P,s1schri/l for him.
Dt1111Sch-B111111g,liscbt1r Kirchnhlg, it has an
The 16 essays, besides Harkness' biographevangelical bias. All of the over 1,200 ar- ical appraisal, cannot be enumerated or anaticles are signed. Contributions of 425 lyzed in this review. In their totality they
scholars from around the Christian world arc a significant contribution to Reformation
have been moulded into a uniform approach historiography and ought to document furof Style, withoutfreshness
blunting the
of ther the faa that Reformation scholarship
personality.
has made great strides in this country. BainThia is not an exhaustive general diction- ton has contributed notably to this advance
ary of theoloSY or church history. Bugeu- by his biography of Luther, his monographs.
haam, for example, has an article devoted 10 articles, and his seminars at Yale Divinity
him,
but
is not even mentioned. One School Bainton is one of the American
Brentz
of the strensths of this work is that it con- editors of the Arcbi11 fiir R•formtt1iotutains authoritative information 011 the pres- g,scbicb1, and a member of the board of
ent state of Christianity in almost every directon of the Foundation for Reformation
COUDtry of the world. People currently en- Research.
identified.
Paed in
work are
The
ecumenical
Among the studies here presented there
plates reallypresent
illustrate
hisu,ry the
and
is a wide range of interests as seen by "Lustate of the church. The bibliographies given ther's Frontier
Hungary"
in
by William Toth
with almost every article are good.
and John W. Brush's "Lefevre d"araplea:
The Lutheran Church-Missouri SynodPhases
Three
of His Life and Work." There
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are detailed studies, like those by C. Warren
Hovland ("Medieval Consolation and the
Young Luther's Despair") and John von
Rohr ("ll.,s/•ch11mg in Luther's Biblical
Exegesis"). There are five essays on Luther
and two on Calvin; five essays deal with other
men and movements; four essays deal with
left wing of the Reformation. Littell'•
essay, ''New Light on Butzer'• Significance,"
must be singled out for its unique contribution.
Friends of Bainton and students of the
Reformation period will rejoice in this collection of Reformation studies.
CARL S. MBYBll

373

acquainted with the wisdom literature of
that day. Tb. Vriezen's article is a valuable
summary of the theological emphases of
Is.1-39.
In a study of Ezek. 28: 12-19 Herbert May
maintains that Ezekiel's allegory seems to
have been based on a story of a royal first
man, an "Adam" who was a kins, and that
this story differed from that of Genesis 3,
Bernhard Anderson surveys the ezoclus
typology in Isaiah II. Among the other articles the form critical study of Deuteronomy
32, entided 'The Lawsuit of God," by G.
Ernest Wright, is perhaps the most significant. He rejcctS the recent efforts of Walter
Eichrodt and others to date this poem in the
11th century B. C. and insists that the literary
form of the rib illustrated here, belongs to
the covenant stream of tradition and should
be dated no earlier than the ninth century
B. C.
NORMAN C. HABEL

lSRABL'S PROPHl!I'lC HBRlTII.GB: ESSAYS IN HONOR OP ]11.MBS MUILENBURG. Edited by Bernhard Anderson
and Walter Harrelson. New York: Harpers, 1962. 242 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Muilenburg is one of the most formidable
Biblical scholars to have graced the lecrurc SPECULATION II.ND RBVBLII.TION IN
MODBRN PHIWSOPHY. By Richard
halls of Union Theological Seminary and
Kroner. Philadelphia: The Westminster
well deserves the honor of this valuable
Press, 1961. 316 pages. Cloth. $6.50.
Peslsch,i/1. As one of his former students,
the present reviewer can testify to his menKroner traCCS the development of specutor's buoyant enthusiasm in the classroom lation and ideu concerning revelation among
and his precision of scholarship in research. philosophers since the Renaissance. His book
The range of illustrious names which appear is as informative as it is readable and inas contributors to this volume underscores terestiog. His studies are topical rather than
the high esteem with which he is held
in chronolosical,
but this arnnse,ment
stricdy
the world of Biblical scholarship.
in no way detracts from the book u a hisThe first article, contributed by Walter torical survey. Actually Kroner here oifen
Eichrodt, demonstrates that on theological us a history of modern philosophy from the
and linguistic grounds bffll'shilh in Gen.1:1 Christian viewpoint, but alwa,s considered
must be taken in an absolute rather than in the light of each philosopher's approach
a relative sense. In a second contribution to relision and of the impact of his thought
Norman Porteous asks bow the historical on religion. In carryiog our this aim the
and legal traditions of the amphiayony were author not merely describes; he debates and
preserved among the preailic prophets. criticizes. His analysis of the ,.,,..kaea,
Martin Noth proposes the theory that the shallowness, and inconsiscency of the argupolemical narrative of Judges 17 and 18 ments of empiricists like Locke, Hume, and
Berkeley is particularly outspoken and usestems from the circle of the royal sanctuary
of Dan established by Jeroboam I. Samuel ful, but he is much more sympathetic: toward
Schelliag
and
than
Terrien treats those literary expressions in thinken like Kant, Fichte,
Amos which sugat that the prophet was this reviewer could appreciate. Neverthe-
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less, the discussion of Schelling's transcen- Alexander Graydon in his Momoirs praised
dental idealism is illuminatin,:.
their patriotism. Contrary to George BanMany of Kroner's conclusions struck this croft the Jesuits did not in any waymtry
reviewer as beiog novel and sometimes well
opposition to the American cause. The
rouse
taken. For instance, he tells us that the Carrolls of Mar>•land and the Moylans of
Christian doctrine of man was indirectly re- Pennsylvania are outstanding examples of
sponsible for the rise of science which support of the patriotic cause. Yes, there
ironically helped bring about man's self- were Roman Catholic Tories; Metz&er dedegradation. Again he asserts that Mon- votes one chapter to them. The German
taigne, who in his doctrine of change an- Roman Catholics in Pennsylvania who were
ticipated both Bergson and Whitehead, indifferent or who favored the British likeinftuenced more than anyone else our mod- wise cannot be overlooked. As a whole,
ern century in its view concerning the au- however, the Roman Catholics "responded
tonomy of thought.
promptly and most generously to the call
The best chapters in the book are perhaps for defenders of America, and played their
those on Boehme and Schelling. These due part in making independence a reality"
chapters will be of distinct value to anyone (p. 279). Such is Metzger's conclusion, arstudying Tillich.
ROBERT D. PREUS
rived at in a sober, scholarly study, which
ought to be authoritative to anyone who
CA.THOUCS A.ND THB AMERICAN
wanrs a carefully annotated answer m the
REVOLUTION: A STUDY IN RBU- problem of the role of Roman Catholics in
GIOUS CUM.A.TB. By Charles H. Metzthe American Revolution.
ger. Chicaso: l.o)•ola University Press,
CARL S. MEYER
1962. xii and 306 pages. Cloth. $S.0O.
Roman Catholics did not generally play THB MBDIBVAL WORLD: l!UROPI!. I lOO
TO 13,0, By Friedrich Heer. Translated
an exciting role in the conffict that brought
by Janet Sondheimer. Oeveland: The
about the separation of the American colWorld Publishing Company, c. 1962.
onists from the mother country. There were
xiii and 365 pages. Cloth. $7.S0.
only few of them and most of them were
lowly; besides that, most of the settlers and
This is the first work by a comparatively
their descendants were Protestants and proud young Austrian scholar to be translated into
. of their anti-Romanism. The Quebec Act English. His intellectual history of Europe
of 1774 unleashed a tempest apinst the and his editing work on Meister Eckhardt
Roman Catholics. The fact that Pennsyl- helped to qualify him for writing this work
vania and Maryland, two key colonies, con- on a significant segment of the Middle Aaa,
tained most of the Roman Catholics, al- with special reference to the intelleaual
though here to0 they were uninftuential, and the imaginative life. The 12th century
made it necessary, nevertheless, to modify is the era of intellectual tensions between rephilosophy and the faith and
vivingthem
Greek
the propapnda directed against
when
the conftict with Bnsl•nd came inm beins- of relative tolerance; the 13th produced
Wbat proportion of Irish people in the Aquinas; the early 14th in a sense marked
colonies on the eve of the Revolution were the end of tolerance and aw an intellecmal
Roman Catholics is
there
diJlicult m puge;
and a religious rigidifia.tion. The political
byterians. weie many Irish
situation reftected the intellectual and reYet the support of the American a.use ligious ferment; national divisions were
amons the Roman Catholics was warm and drawn and frontien firmly determined. Heer
loyal. especially amons the Marylanders. tells his readers how all this came about.
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He discusses clearly and conviociqly the
emergence of the aristocracy and the peasantry, church-state relations ('The emerging
nation-states of the later Middle Ages kept
their churches and bishops on a tight rein;
these churches were the prototypes of the
Brastian and national churches of the Reformation and counter-reformation" ), the status
of Jews and women, courtly love and literature, and the so-called vernacular writings
of the period. This reviewer noted no reference to the Goliards, thoush Rainald of
Dassel, patron of the archpoet, is referred to
a number of times.
One hundred rare illustrations greatly enhance the value of the work. The translation
is unusually smooth. There is a bibliography
for each chapter and a reliable index. (In
the bibliography for chapter 5 "Fairbrother"
should be "Fairweather."')
PHILIP J. SCHllOBDBR

THI! TURIN PRAGMl!NTS OP TYCONIUS' COJ\fllil!NTARY ON Rl!VBLIJTION. By Fr:mccsco Lo Bue. New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1963. xv and
199 pases. Cloth. $11.00.
The Donatist Tyconius Afcr is known to
most students because of his relationship to
St. Augustine's On Ch,islitm Doelrintt, since
Tyconius is the author of one of the first
Christian studies on the interpretation of the
Bible. (The Book of Rttks is available in
F. C. Burkitt's edition published in the 1894
volume of the T11x11 1111tl S1t1di111 series, of
which the present volume is also a part.)
the
The attempts to authenticate the text of
Tyconius' Comme111a,, o• Rttt111l.1io• have
been numerous. The effort of Lo Bue, a
Waldensian who has taught classical and
Christian literature in the Liceo of Torre
Pellice, Italy, is based on the Turin fragon chapters 2:18
ments (a
to 4:1 and 7:16--12:6 of the Apocalypse)
preserved in the monastery at Bobbio.

The volume contains a description of the
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codex with photographs, the paleography
of the text, a study of the relationship of the
Turin manuscript to the original text of
Tyconius, sussestions about the Biblical text
used by Tyconius, comparisons with other
commentaries of the period by Jerome,
Primasius, Bearus, and Bede that undoubtedly
relied in great part on this work, the Latin
text, extensive textual comparisons and revisions, and notes on the text. Lo Bue believes that because of the popularity of this
Donatist commentary amons Catholic Christians it was revised in various ways, one of
which is the form preserved at Bobbio.
WALTER W.OETTINGt

TRBATY OP THI! GRBAT KING: THB
COVENANT STRUCTURE OP DBUTBRONOJUY. By Meredith G. Kline.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1963. 149 pages. Cloth.
$3.50.
The influence of the research of Korosec
and Mendenhall into the relation between
the Hittite suzerainty treaties and the Biblical
covenants is reflected in numerous recent
publications, of which Kline's is one illustration. It has been the contention of this reviewer that the so-called Decalog (Ex. 20:
2-17) is an epitome of the Mosaic covenant
rather than a mere catalog of statutes and that
the structure of Deuteronomy reflects in general the pattern of the ancient Near Eastern
suzerainty treaties. Part I of the present volume investigates both of these assertions in
of the most recent documents availlight
able. The designation Decalog is therefore
to be employed only as ,P,,,s t,ro 1010 (d.
Deur. 9: 9). The author contends that the
two tables can be undentood as duplicate
copies of the covenant treaty on both sides of
Latin
commentary
one
tablet,
as was customary in the ancient
world. The writer employs the evidence for
the suzerainty treaty structure of Deuteronomy as proof also for the Mosaic authorship
of the book and points ro Esarhaddon'1 Nim-
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rud treaty u documentation for its testamentary character. Part II of the work offers
a brief running commentary on the contents
of Deuteronomy from the perspective of
covenant treaty forms. While the author is
sometimes rather h:ast)• in disposing of the
accepted opinions of aitical scholars, he has
made an exciting and valuable contribution
to the understanding of the form and theology of the Deuteronomic covenant.

occasional secular readers" (p. 26). Marty's
conclusions suggest the consolidation of periodicals. inaeased venture into the independent press, redirection of energies from
exclusively denominational goals. and a new
concern among religious periodicals with
content and purpose and not simply tec:hniques.
Deedy, editor of the Pi11sb11rgh CdhoU,,
docs a creditable job in surveying the early
NORMAN C. HABllL
history of Roman Catholic journalism which
shaped has
its current policies. Viewing the
THB RBUGIOUS PRESS IN AllfBRICA.
earlier periods of immigration and the postBy Martin B. Marty, John G. Deedy, Jr.•
immigration era, he sees the modern press
David W. Silverman, and Robert I.eac:hresponding to the political, spiritual, and inman. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
tellectual urgencies that followed World
Winston, 1963. vii and 184 pases. Ooth.
War II. As an insider he is able to siqle
$4.00.
out the few more significant contributions
This analysis is overdue. With the total :among the weekly papers and broach the
circulation of the "religious press" in Amer- tension between the authority of the local
ica estimated at some 50,000,000, it is time ordinary and the editor of a Roman Catholic
that publishers, editors, and subscribing periodical desiring more editorial indepenchurchmen take a aitical look at the current dence. He then discusses a potential solution
outpUt and the future possibilities of the to the problem of wh:it stance a religious
religious press.
periodical should rake over against the mulMarty has written the analysis of the titude of specific questions of how the Gospel
limitations and possibilities of the Protestant should penetrate the world.
press. In spite of overly long illustrations
Silverman desaibes the Jewish press a
from individual issues of given mapzines. a "quadrilingual phenomenon." He is a conthis is probably the most perceptive of the servative rabbi who has served as manqiq
asays. His initial concern is with the para- editor of the Uniletl s,n11gog11• Rniflu. His
dox of the sheer size of the Protestant press appro:ich also is primarily chronological in
(some 1,500 periodicals) and its "invisible" detailing the struggles of the Yiddish press
quality-with less than a half dozen ex- in our country. In the latter half of bis
ceptions. it is virtually unknown
gento the
article he examines the English-Jewish press.
eral readins public. He aedits these period- Fruitful discussion also bu begun &mODB
icals with building denominational loyalty Jewish editors
theirin
search to define the
and morale and ministerin& to subgroups. role of this subculture in the midst of pluralThey are produc:ec:I by men of high profes- istic America.
sional c:ompetenee. But they fail to present
In several succinct pages Leechrn•n mmin penpective major world news and the marizes his impressions of the role of the .rebappeninp of the church on a broader ligious pias in a pluralistic IOciety. He
ecumenical front. 'The Protestant pias is speaks to the concern that "the best ,:e1Jaiom
at its best when ir works to understand
the
periodicals
still
fail to connect their doc:trina
secular culture, the ecumenical church, the with much of contemporary life" (p.180).
need for dialope; when it is aware of its The call for a clear "religious noc:e
thein
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public dialogue" is a siB,oificaot note that
rinss throup each analysis.
DAVID S. SCHULLBR

THB PRBSBYTBRIAN MINISTRY IN
AltfBRICAN CULTURB: A STUDY IN
CHANGING CONCBPTS, 1700-1900.
By Elwyn Allen Smith. Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1962. 269 pases.
Cloth. $4.00.
A persistent problem of our time is "the
need to gr.up more clearly the inner spiritual
meaoins of what churches and ministers do."
This need has impelled Pittsburgh Theological Seminary's professor of church history to
iovestipte for the Presbyterian Historical
Society how
Presbyterians
the
have understood and performed their churchly duty of
ministry in the relationship of the church
and the ministry to culture. Beginning with
1706, when the first continuing presbytery
in North America was founded in Philadelphia, Smith looks at the ministry during the
Great Awakening, the theological education
in manse, academy, and college, the organization oE the first theological £acuity at Princeton in 1811 under Archibald Alexander, the
ministry during the period of schism, and its
progress into the era of the social gospel
Smith's work is not a mere iovestiptioo of
theological education. Significantly, however,
he finds that theological departments of colleges must be "made responsible for their
own progress in order to achieve major
strength" (p. 209). He raises, but he does
not solve, the problem of the relative responsibility of clergymen to church and culture
and the problem of the church itself u a
minister to culture. Seminary leadership and
of its clergy" in
orthodoxy
a high correlation.
Presbyterianism have
Since the question of church and ministry
looms 10 large in the life of the church,
Smith's contribution has worth not only for
stimulatins the thiokins oE individual pastors, but for a better underslandins of Presby-
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teriaoism's contribution to the question of
ministerial training and its partial solution
of the relation of ministry to culture.
CARL S. MBYER
THB NBW CRBATION AS ldEI'ROPOLJS.
By Gibson Winter. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1963. 152 pases. Cloth.

$3.95.
This volume proposes to give a theological
basis to Winter's widely acclaimed Th•
S"b11rlNt11 C•Plit1il:, of th• Ch11reh111. A comparison of the two volumes indicates to this
reviewer that Winter is a better sociologist
than theologian.
In the opening chapter of Tha N•w Cr•111io111 Winter insists that the church has abandoned the new form of society known u
metropolis and has concentrated on the
peripheral residential communities.
Winter attempts to distinguish between
"secularization" and "secularism." Secularization is the transfer of administration from
the spiritual kingdom to the temporal and
thus frees man for responsibility before God.
Secularism is the hardening oE any historical
institution into an absolute which denies the
chansiog historical character of the institution. Io the church secularism takes the form
of dogmatism, clericalism, and individualistic
piety, and the freedom of man to act responsibly before God is consequently nullified.
The servant church must call men to be
human in their historical obligation; this is
man's true end and his salvation. The author
seems to have strained at a goat (in his distinction between secularization and secularism) and swallowed a camel ( in his definition of salvation).
Proclamation in a secularized world must
take the form of theological reflection. This
reflection recalls man to the true identity and
history which God has given him in Jesm
Christ. This reflection means an insight into
praent events and an openness to the future
which both the cultic and confessional forms
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of the church ignore. For Winter, theological artificial literary structure and is noc: conreflection is akin to the prophetic proclama- cerned to provide a piaure of chronological
tion that is to be carried out by the lay sequence but onlytheological
to assert thespecialist
faa that God
serving
apostol:ite with the
made everything, we avoid these speculaas a resource person. The ministry tions"' (p. 270). It defends the traditional
of the church through the lay apostol:ite is date of Daniel, but holds that Is. 40-66
open communimtion. This is the only way was written by disciples of Isaiah on the
the schism between central-city and suburban basis of an Isaianic core. The author of the
encl:ives will be overcome. The openness of article on millennialism strives to be imcommunicntion brings men to the realiza- partial ( p. 7:51 ) • The diaionary states the
tion of their unity and interdependence. mystery of the I.ord"s Supper in the thought
This ministry involves the reorganization of of Paul as follows: "He also expounds the
American society in the light of the new inner meaning of the Table as a communion
mankind. It calls for new forms of the (koi11onia) with the lord in his death and
church in lay academies and evangelical risen life, signified [!] in the bread and the
centers which will be the church in the new wine (1 Cor. 7:16)."' (P. 7'1)
ERWIN L LUl!ltBR
society. The social, occupational, and politiml amnesia of the suburban church will be
RAS SHAMRA AND THB BIBLB. By
replaced by the anamnesis of the prophetic
Charles F. Pfeiffer. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
procl:imation. The church will aa responBaker Book House, 1962. 73 pases.
sibly in public life through the apostolate
Paper. $1.:50.
TBSTA.L'
of the laity and the ministry of servanthood.
ANCIBN
Winter is so engrossed by the present neg- RAS SHAI\JRA EI
MBNT. By Edmond Jacob. Neuchitel:
leas and distortions in Protestantism that he
Delachaux et
1960. 132 pases.
loses sight of the other commonwealth to
Paper. No price given.
which the Christian is committed. His goal
of the reorganization of society in the new
The very recent discovery of a Canaanite
mankind comes close to the old social gospel cuneiform inscription at Tell Ta'annek demstress and ignores the debilitating effect of
onstrates once more the significance of the
sin in human endeavor.
cuneiform texts discovered at Ras Shamra for
ROBBllT CoNRAD
an understanding of the culture and literature
of the early Israelites. The rwo works by
THB NBW BIBLB DICTIONARY. Edited
Pfeiffer and Jacob offer a popular inuoducby J. D. Douslas- Grand Rapids, Mich.:
tioo. to the relevance of these texts for BibliWm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
cal studies. :Each volume provides a survey
1962. 1,37' pases. Cloth. $12.9:5.
of the excavations at Ras Shamra (ancient
This is an entirely new dictionary which Uprit),
history
the
and life of Uprit, the
takes into account archaeological research and coo.tent of the Upritic teXts found at Ras
theological scholarship. In addition to the Shamra, and the generally accepted points
standard entries, it contains treatments of of contact between these texts and the Biblisuch topia u "agriculture," "an," "archae- cal record. Both authors emphasize that the
ology," "architecture." The longer entries Upritic
dictionary.
references sheds lisht on literarY
literature
coordinate
aoss
have ezteas.ive bibliography;
forms, dillicult textual readinp, cultic rites,
the
The approach gen- Biblical imagery, and obscure Hebrew term1
erally is consenative. Genesis 1 is thus ez- or grammatical constructions. While the
plained: "If we allow that Gen. 1 bu an work of Pfeiffer is characterized by caution
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and sobriety, Jacob is ready to
aclmowledsc
this traditional hermeneutics, he attained a
that the adoption of Yahweh by the confed- new insight biblical
into
truth;
the Scriperation of twelve tribes (Joshua 24) also in- tures are the living Word of the crucified and
(p. 33). '"The whole of
volved the integration of many of the fea-resurrected Christ"
tu.rcs of the cult of El, the supreme god of
the Old and New Testaments are related to
the Canaanite pantheon, and in particular one another as scripture and exposition"
the appropriation of El's role as creator, (p. 33). "For Luther the Bible is no longer
master of wisdom, and universal overlord by a mere document ... to be believed and laws
Yahweh.
to be lived. It is for him a living book in
NORMAN C. HABEL
which God here and now comes to the indilrll!MOIRS OP CHIWHOOD AND vidual" (p. 53). 'Translating has to do with
YOlFrH. By Albert Schweitzer. Trans- reproducing the Spirit of the author. God's
lated from the German by C. T. Campion. purpose in the Bible is to address men, here
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1963. and now, with His Word of Law and Gospel" (p. 101 ). '"The Reformer always held
124 pages. Paper. 95 cents.
The factual details of Schweitzer's earliest fast to the conviaion that in a religious and
recollections and of some of his formal and theological sense one must always reckon
informal educuional experiences, as set down with the differing worth of w.rious books."
by himself, arc w.luable. More valuable are (P.115)
The book is well documented and reveals
the reflections he interlards with them; particularly the last chapter has thoughts worth thorough study of all the aspects of Luther's
ERWIN L LUEKER
rethinking on gratitude and idealism, to men- Bible translation.
tion only two topics. This octogenarian's
Ml!.DlBVAL TlBS BEI'Wl!.1!.N ITALY AND
profound obscrw.tions have an appealing
lRl!.LAND.
By Martin P. Harney. Boston:
quality as he projects them against the expeDaughters of St. Paul, 1963. 80 pages.
riences of his boyhood and early adulthood.
Cloth, $1.50; paper, $1.00.
CARL s. MEYER
Ten brief chapters with eleven illustrations
LlFrHl!R. AND THI!. BIBLB. By Willem
Jan Kooimao, translated by John Schmidt.
Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1961.
243 pages. Cloth. $4.00.
This book, by the president of the Luther
Research Congress, covers Luther's preparation for the translation of the Bible in terms
of his indebtedness to medieval hermeneutia
and to uamlation; the humanist factors
which caused him to shake off some shackles
of medieval scbolasticism; Luther's methoclolOB)'; theological upecu of Luther's tramlatioo; and a hiscmical acmuot of the ftl'iOUI
editioDL

Some of the factors in Luther's methoclbe meationed. ''Throush . . .
personal and aenuinely theolosical me of

01011 may
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point up bonds of religion and learnins between sunoy Italy and the Emerald Isle.
St. Patrick and St. Columbao of Bobbio are
joined with men such as Thaddeus McCarthy,
a 15th-century Irish bishop, St. Cathaldus
of Taranto, 7th-century Irishman in Italy,
and other saints and
The story of
the pilgrimage shrine at Lough Ders is also

retold.

pilgrims

CARL S. MBYER

KING AND CHURCH: THB RISB AND
PALL OP THB PATRONATO Rl!.AI.. By
Euaeoe Shiels. Cbiaao: Loyola Uoiversiry Press, 1961. xiii and 399 pqes.
Clodi. $6.00.
0o 13 December 1486 loooc:mt VDI ICDt
Perdioaod and Iabella • document known u
the Bull of Granada, OrlhOiloXM /itui ,,,,,._

w.
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g111ior,11,n.. It conferred the uu t,111rot1111,u /. G. HA.MANN: A. n'UDY IN CHRISthese on
monarchs, who were wqing the
TUN l!Xln'BNTUUSM. By Ronald
crusades apinst the Moors in Granada, "the
Gregor Smith. New York: Harper at
full right of pauonase and prescot:atioo."
Brothers, 1960. 270 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Within six years CIDl.e the conquest of that
This work iouoducc:1 English readen ID
land and the discovery of the New World. selections from the writing of Hamaoo, who,
The PortugUcsc precedent had est:ablished although he lived in the Ase of Reuoo, wu
royal pauooage in newly discovered terri- not of that age, but was rather one of its
tories for the rulers of that cououy. The bull most effective aitia. Kierkegaard frequently
Inter uol11ra tli11i11tro by Alexander VI, 4 May mentions him and is indebted to him.
1493, divided the newly discovered lands
Smith inuoduccs the reader to Hamann'•
between Portupl and Spain. Step by step
thought by giving an outline of his life and
the Spanish aowo began carrying out its
the New
11 description of his conception of faith,
World. Julius ll
spiritual duties in
Word, and history. The M:agus of the
decreed the fllllron•lo real tl11 las l•11tli111S.
North's approach is continually existential
A hierarchy was established. In Mexico JWLD Faith is "11 decision which includes a relation
de Zumurase (1468-1548) became first •.• with Goel as the Word" (p.45). ''Mao
bishop and archbishop; Shiels devotes an exists only in relation with Goel and his
illuminating chapter to him. Io 1546 the neighbor and with the life of nature in the
archbishopria of Mexico, Lima, and Santo midst of which he is set" (p.48). His preDomingo were erected. With that "the supposition for truth is faith. "Our own
church in the Indies stood established in the being and the existence of all things outside
fullest estate of pauooage." The flllso r11gio, us must be believed, and cannot be estabthe royal assent for documents to and from lished in any other way" (p. 57). Hamano
the papacy to the subjects of the King of "was thoroughly penetrated by the Logos"
Spain, and the religious orders provided ten1753 (p.
Ferdinand
64), which to him is always communiVI obtained cation. The author shows how Hamano dif.
sion points. Io
patronage over the Spanish mainland from fered from both rationalism 11nd orthocloxy
Beoedia XIV. The replism of the Spanish by being much more expansive. History ID
crown is illustrated by Shiels from the him is an interweaving of past and future in
l!R.WIN L LU.llltD
Prwgm11lit:11 of 1767, which suppressed the the present.
Jesuit Order in Spain.
THB INSPIR/f.TION OP SCRIPTURB. B,
Shiel1'1 work has 112 pages of documents
Dewey M. Beegle. Philadelphia: The
in their origjoal languase1, Latin or Spanish.
Westmioster Press,
223 c.1963.
pqa.
They are senerally tramlatcd in the narraCloth. $4.50.
tive, the fim 262 pases of the book. The
Beegle ezplaios: "Scripture is the product
author accomplishes what be set out to do, of inspiration and it is the iodispen•ble
"to Jay out in ready form the fouodatioo source for coming to know God's claim upon
stones of the Pauooato lleal." He ii aware of us and his will for us" (p.187). But his
some of the danscn of the arrange.meat be- definition of the inspiration of Scripture ii
tween church and state, but his admiratioo not that of Luther. The inspiratioo of the
of the concept and of its potentials ii evident. Palms wu like that of modern hymns. He
Io this work Shiels has made a genuine coo- ays: "Some of the great hymns are pnaially
ttibutioo to the history of the church in the on a par with the psalms, and one can be sure
Americas.
CAllL S. MBYBB.
that if Isaac Watts, Charles Wesley, Au,ustm
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Toplady, and R.esinaldlived
Heber had
in
the time of David and Solomon and been
•o mort1 i11st,ir11tl th.11 1h111
thtJir 011111
tl•1, some of their hymns of praise to God
would have found their way into the Hebrew
canon" (p.140). Regarding St. Luke he
says: "When Luke felt the urge to write 'an
orderly account,' was his inspiration of a tli/f•rml llintl from that of the Holy Spirit's
activity in the hearts and minds of God's servants down through the history of the
church? Not likely." (P. 135)
Consistent with his view of Biblical inspiration, Beegle looks for errors in the
autographs as well as in the apographs.
Neither the one nor the other is a source of
theologial embarrassment to him. Again,
whereas some aitics of Saaed Scripture limit
the possibility of errors to such matters as
history and science, he is more consistent in
including doctrine as well. He says: "All
Biblial doctrine is not infallible, but it is
sufficiently accurate as a whole to achieve the
goal that God desires" (p.174). This makes
it possible for him to say on another page:
"Notwithstanding all the problems associated
with Scripture, the only Christ the church
knows is the Christ of the New Testament,
the Christ seen through the eyes of the
apostles." (P. 164)

w•r• ;,.

LEWIS

W.SPrrz

THB COM.ING EXPLOSION IN LATIN
lfltfl!RIClf. By Gerald Clark. New York:
David McKay Company, 1963. 436
pages.
Torah,
Cloth. $6.7'.
Journalistic readability, objective analysis,
assioned concern
and
characterize this
Canadian newspaperman's report of the
critical situation in Latin America. It should
be required
for American citizens,
especially church leaden and pastors. Clark
makes a chillins cue for his thesis.
America's fatal support of a rulins elite
that will not and apparently CIUlDOt chanse
its hcartleu exploitation of the poor is setting
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the stage for a denouement that appears to
approach with the inevitability of a Greek
tragedy.
WILLIAM J. DANKBJl

HISTOIRB BIBUQUB DU PBUPLB
D'ISRABL. By Andre et lle~ Neher.
Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1962. 2 volumes. xv and 720 pages. Paper. Price not
given.
In this Biblical history of Israel both the
historical sequence of events and the chronological limits are set by the text of the Old
Testament canon. Biblical history, the writers
maintain, besins with Abraham, but must always be viewed in the light of the contemporaneous culture. Ei&ht periods of Biblical history are distinguished: the patriarchal age,
the sojourn in Egypt and the Exodus, the
period of the Judges, the united kingdom,
the northern kingdom until the fall of the
Omrides, the Jehuides and the end of the
kingdom of Israel, the kingdom of Judah
until 586 B. C., and the exile and the return.
Repeated reference is made to relevant archaeological and cultural points of contact
between the ancient world and the Biblical
text. 40 illustrations and 34 maps provide
additional aids for an understanding of
Israel's history and culture. Perhaps the
most significant contribution of the work is
the treatment of social, relisious. cultic. and
cultural upeca of the Biblical text u an
integral pan of a Biblical history of Israel
Special chapters on the patriarchal spirit, the
men and ideas under David, and the
history of Esther, for example, illustrate dimensions of historical investiption which
are often missing in a strictly secular approach to the history of Israel The absc:nce
of reading
adequate footn0te1 with reference ID
arcbaeolosical or scholarly assertions is perhaps ID be resrctted, but the work u a whole
provides a fine comprehcosiYe summary of
the major features of Biblical bislOry wriaen
from a Jewish perspective.
NOllMAN C. HABBL
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Tht1 Apoul,f,1t1 Tod11y. By Thomas F.
Torrance. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, a 19S9.
lSS pages. Cloth. $3.00. We recommend
this publication to the parish pastor who is
reluctant to undertake a sermon series on the
Apocalypse. Torrance maintains that the
imagery of the book is best explained in
terms of the Old Testament. The aoss occupies its proper place in his sermons. The
basic note of the book is that God is in His
heaven, despite all the violent appearances
to the contrary in our world.
Lflt:ltmli111: Divi1111e lmtilNtioncs. Edited
by W. T. Radius. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
19S4. $2.S0. This is a gem for use by teachers who wish to inuoduce students to ecclesiastical Latin and for students who want to
make a serious study of Christian apologetics.
The selections are well chosen, the comments
helpful The vocabulary should enable even
the neophyte Latin student to work with the
text. The lithoprinting process is excellent
and clear. The price is a publishers' miracle.
The Amffiunist HMeS'J in Roman C11tholit:ism: 189,-1900. By Thomas T. McAvoy.
Notre Dame, Ind.: The University of Notre

NOTES
Dame Press, 1963. xi and 322 pages. Paper.
$1.9S. The end of the 19th century shows
sharp conuoversy within the Roman Catholic Church. Conservatives and "American•
ists" did not agree. I.co XIII condemned
what he regarded as the heresy of .American•
ism. McAvoy's work was reviewed in the
CoNCORDIA THEOLOGICAL MONTHLY, XI
(April 1960), 266. First published in 19S7,
its reissue signifies its importance.
The SIOl"J of Iha R eformation. By William Stevenson. Richmond, Va.: John Knm:
Press, 1963. 206 pages. Paper. $1.9S, This
popular story of the Reformation first appeared in 19S9, the 400th anniversary of the
return of John Knox to Scotland and the
resulting progress of the Scottish Reforma•
tion, and is here reprinted without chanseStevenson does not limit his account to the
homeland of the Scottish reformer, which incidentally is also that of the author, but includes the whole Reformation movement,
Lutheran and .Anglican as well as Calvinist.
The book is not intended for the professional
historian but aims to stimulate the interest
of the general reader in the Reformation. In
this aim it has been distinctively successful.
The foreword is by John Baillie.

BOOKS RECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list acknowledges iu receipt and does not preclude
further discussion of its contents in the Book Review section)
Tha Chnstilm Untln11,1nd.ing of H11man
],s,u antl Iha Wild01'11e11 Comm•nil1 .,
Ntd11re. By W. Norman Pittenger. Philadel- Q•mr- (]111•1 •ntlWii-slengem•intl•,,.
,J;,,
phia: The Westminster Press, c. 1964. 190 Tolen MetJt'). By Ethelbert Stauffer, tranllated by Hans Spalteholz. Philadelphia: Forpases. Ooth. $3.9S.
BfJistles from Prison: Philippians, Bphe- tress Press, c. 1964. xiv and 37 pages. Paper.
sins, Colo11U111s, Phikmon. By Donald 7S cents.
Der Kleine P""ly: LeJCijo• tler A.111iu.
Guthrie. Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press,
Fascicle S: A•r11li111-B•chhand11l. Edited by
1964. 94 pqes. Paper. $1.00.
Konrat Ziegler and Walther Sontheimer,
Gotl Hfftl antl Now. By Karl Barth, trans• Stuttgart: Alfred Druckenmiiller Verla&
lated from. the German by Paul M. van 1964. 98 pages. Paper. DM 9.00.
Buren. New York: Harper &: Row, c. 1964.
Meaning antl Tr111h
Reli1ion.
in
By Wilxviii and 108 pases. Ooth. S3.7S.
liam A. Christian. Princeton, N. J.: PrinceH•,,..
R•liiion. By David Hume, ton University Press, c. 1964. ix and 273
edited by Richard Wollheim. New York: pases. Ooth. $6.00.
The World Publishing Company, 1964. 287
Min11esot.: A Hislor, of tha SMU, By
pases. Paper. s1.9s.
Theodore C. Blegen. Minneapolis, Minn.:
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University of Minnesota Press, c. 1963. xiv
and 688 pages. Ooth. $8.50.
The New
ene•ti&.
H erm m l pris).
Edited by James
M. Robinson and John B. Cobb. New York:
Harper & Row, c. 1964. xii and 243 pages.
Ooth. $5.00.
N ew Theolog1 No. 1. Edited by Martin
E. Marty and Dean G. Pcerman.
New
York:
The Macmillan Company, c. 1964. 256
pases. Paper. Sl.95.
The Nolorio11s Dr. Bahrdt. By Sten Gunnar Fl)•gt. Nashville, Tenn.: Vanderbilt UniCases
versity Press,
1963. ix and 428 pages. Cloth.
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Th• Teaching of Cont•mPI: Christu,n
Roots of 11.nli-Semilism (L'B11s11ig1111
mn l
,l,11
By Jules Isaac, translated by Helen
Weaver. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, c. 1964. xii and 153 pages. Cloth.

$4.00.

Th11 Yo11ng Ch11reh: II.as of 1h11 ll.flostl,s.
By George Eldon I.add, edited by William
Barclay and F. F. Bruce. Nashville, Tenn.:
Abingdon Press, c. 1964. 96 pages. Paper.
$1.00.
Pirsl Prell.mentlme111
Preedoms: Sel
11e1etl
on
edom of R eligio11,
y. Sfl11eeh, Pt't!ss,
S6.50.
11.ss
By Milton R. Konvitz. New
e mbZ.
York:
Cornell
University Press, c. 1963.
The Origins of Se&larian ProlesM11lism:
A Stud,, of the A.11abap1isl
ew
Vi
of the xvi and 933 pages. Ootb. $9.7S.
Tho Gi/1 of Comm11nion:
w
LMther's ConCh1m;h. By Franklin H:imlin Littell. New
York: The Macmillan Company, c. 1964. lrovers:, ith Rom• on B11eharisli& Saeri/iu
(Na1111ertl og Mess• - m s111tlill ; Llllhns
xi and 231 pages. Paper. $1.45.
teologi). By C:irl F. WislJSff, translated by
Pope lary
John
Co#neil:
antl 1he Beunzeniea
Di
of tho Seeontl
beree Vatiean Cowneil, Sep- Joseph M. Shaw. Minneapolis: Augsburg
r-D em
1962. By C:irlo Falconi, Publishing House, c. 1964. vii and 253
translated from the Italian by Muriel Grind- pages. Cloth. S4.7S.
The Afal:ing of Ministers: Bm,1s on Curi,
rod. New York: The World Publishing
Edited by Keith R. Bridston
Company, c. 1964. 373 pages. Cloth. Training
$5.95. To,l,a1.
R e/or,nalio,i Europe 1'17-1',9. By and Dwight W. Culver. Minneapolis: AugsG. R. Elton. New York: The World Pub- burg Publishins House, c. 1964. xx and 27S
lishins Comp:my, c. 1964. 349 p38CS. Paper. pages. Cloth. S5.7S.
Franz X1111er: Sein Leben
• Z eil.11ntl S11i11
82.95.
Vol. II: ll.si1111 (1,41-1''2); Part One:
A R eligion for Ono 1Ylor/tl:
S1m- Ari ntl
Ior a U11.
rsali veR eligion.
By Kenneth l ·11dien 1 111d l11do1111sien 1'41-1'47. By
L Patton; photographs by Charles R. Mc- Georg Schurhammer. Freiburg: Herder,
Cormick. Boston: Beacon Press, c. 1964. 1963. xxx and 851 pages. Ootb. Price not
xii and 385 pages, 137 plates. Cloth. $7.50. given.
Joh11 W11sle1. Edited by Albert C. Outler.
The Rise of the 1Ylesl: A Histor, of th•
H1'ma11 Comm.nit:,. By William H. Mc- New York: Oxford University Press, c. 1964.
Neil!, drawings by Bela Petheo. Chic:aso: xvi and 516 pages. Ootb. $7.50.
Pr,aehing V 11l11•s f ro,n th• P11fl,n. By
University of Chicago Press, c. 1963. xviii
Herschel H. Hobbs. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
and 829 pases. Ooth. $12.50.
Saini Ambros•: His Li/• 11u Tim•s Baker Book House, c. 1964. 123 pages.
(S. Am.brogi11 e /11 sNa eta
). By Angelo Paredi, Cloth. $2.95.
translated by Joseph Costelloe. Notre Dame,
Th• Coming T'1#1• of th• l!ntl of th•
Ind.: University of Notte Dame Press, 1Vorltl 1111tl 1h11 Uniflffslll Cont1wsio• of lh•
Nations. By Cyril Marystone. Beirut, Lebac. 1964. xii and 481 pages. Ootb. $7.95.
Th11 W.Jl Belwen Us: A Prol•sl11nl- non: Cyril Marystone, 1963. viii and 370
C,,holi& Dil,log"•· By Betty Kins and Lor- pases. Paper. Price not given.
T11mfl0ral Pillars: Q11H11
Bo.,,t:,,
Anus
raine Juliana. Milwaukee: The Bruce PubCommissionns,
,,,,tJ 1be
lishins Company,Beelt,suutiul
c. 1964. viii
and 173 1h11
pagcs. Cloth. $3.7S.
Chllf'&h of B11gl,u11l. By G. P. A. Best. New
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York: Cambridge University Press, 1964. Transition: Bssays ;,. Honor of Dr. Co••
xiv and 582 pages. Cloth. $12.50.
Berge11tlo6.Edited by J. Iverne Dowie and
Tht1 Po11r1h Gospel (Ls Q11alri
o
me Sr1a11- Ernest M. Espelie. Rock Island, Ill.: Au,usgil
Louis Bouyer, translated by Pauick tana Historical Society, c. 1963. xii and 246
Byrne. Westminster, Md.: The Newman pages. Cloth. $4.95.
The Chrislian,
b, ologians
eme Cot1sci
e
,"t1 11ntJ W•:
Press, c. 1964. 233 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
Loaders.
111
Tht1
11ntJ Rt1ligiotu
Ce,•lon: A Dirlidetl
Nation. A B)•
B. H. EditedS1111
by John Oliver Nelson.
Parmer. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1963. xiii and 74 pages. Paper. Washington, D. C.: The Church Peace Mission, 1963. 48 pages. Paper. 25 cents. s lo Lay Ap
$1.75.
Dire,ti11e
s. Selected by
T ell El A.mn1111 a11tl tho Bible. By Charles
F. Pfeiffer. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker The Benediaine Monks of Solesmes, tramBook House, c. 1963. 75 pages. Paper. lated by E. O'Gorman. Boston, Mass.: The
Daughters of St. Paul, c. 1963. 342 pap
$1.50.
Cloth.
$4.00.
Com,111mion with
ing
eaeChrist: Th J\f ,z
of
Histo,,
, olo
A"hRt1
Chrislun,
g, """
H•Ho~ Cowimtmion in Your Life. By W. J.
. By William Foxwell Albright New
Fields. St. Louis: Concordia Publishing m,mism
House. c. 1964. 111 pages. Paper. $1.50. York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, c. 1964.
D,t1amics of Gror,ps t1I llrork. By Herbert ix and 342 pages. Cloth. $6.95.
Tho Latter-day
orld:e sA1
Af.odem
i ASai111 in th
Dll7
A. Thelen. Chicago:
University
of Chicago
l pages. Cloth. $6.75.
f~
"ou,11 of Conlenipora, AforPress, 1960. ix and 379
i.
By William J. Whalen. New
The &rliesl
Con/eChristia11
ssio11s. By moni111
Vernon H. Neufeld. Leiden: E. J. Brill, York: The John Day Company, c. 1964.
319 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
1963. xiii and 166 pages. Cloth. 20 Dutch
Afan in Co11i,mmi1-y: A Stud, of St. P11•l's
guilders.
Applieation of Old T est
a0 n1 111 •ntl &,Z,
Tht1 Pwlttre of Manki111t
(
Dit1
Jes,Alombom
baM enschen). Jewish
Co11,
io
se pt 11 of Huma11, Soliddril1.
'"'" di Z11k-/l
By Karl By Russell Philip Shedd. Grand Rapids,
Jaspers, translated by E. B. Ashton. Chicago: Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing
The University of Chicago Press, c. 1961. Company, 1964. xiii and 209 pages. Paper.
be and 342 pages. Cloth. $5.95.
$1.95.
The Lineage of LtuJ, Afeetl:
lope Th
D
er,e
Philosophical Problems of Sf}tl,e .,,,
mnl of Mt1tliu11.Z Venali1, Satire. By John Tir,,e. By Adolf Griinbaum. New York:
A. Yonek. Notte Dame, Ind.: University of Alfred A. Knopf, c. 1963. xi and 448 pases.
Notre Dame Press, c. 1963. xiii and 350 Cloth. $7.50.
pages. Cloth. $5.25.
Tho Q11es1 for Catholi,i1,:
•
A Si-,
A Mn..Z of lnlt1rgro11p
Reliltioni. By
A.ngliunism.
By George H. Tavard. New
John P. Dean and Alex Rosen. Chicago: The York: Herder and Herder, 1964. ht and 227
University of Chicago Press, c. 1960. xiii pages. Cloth. $5.95.
and 193 pages. Cloth. $4.50.
Tht1 T axi of 1hll NtJUJ Toslilmffll: Ill
Tht1 Chrislitm Ch11reh .,,,l NtlliOMl Blhos. Trnsmission, Corr11p1io11, .,,14 Rt1slort11io,,.
By John Smylie. Washingron, D. C.: The By Bruce Manning Merzser. New York:
Church Peace Mission, 1963. 14 pages. Oxford University Press, c. 1964. ht and
Paper. 15 cena.
268 pages. Cloth. $7.00.
Un1t1rs11,hngn ur israt1lilis,h-iiitlisehm
Yo,w Ch11"h 11,ul Yo,w Nt11io•: A• A,Chronologi.. By Alfred Jepsen and Robert
A.mllriunpt111l
Ch,wehmffl.
lo
By Paul
Hanhart. Berlin: Verlag Alfred Topelmann, Peachey. Washingron, D. C.: The Church
1964. 96 pqes. Paper. Price not given.
Peace Mission, c. 1963. 22 pases. Paper.
Thll SflltltUSh I111migrt1n1 Comm,mil:, ;,, 15 cents.
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THE MINISTRY OF THE LUTHERAN TEACHER
By Arnold C. Mueller, Board of Parish Education

A Study to Determine the Position of tha Lutheran Parish School Teacher
Within the Public Ministry of the Church.
Can current Missouri Synod practice and definitions concerning the relative status
of its pastors and teachers bear the scrutiny· of Scripture, early church fathers,
Luther, and leading Lutheran spokesmen ? This current analysis touches areas
extremely relevant to parish leaders and lays a solid footing for constructive
teacher-pastor cooperation in areas of mutual concern.

A Frank Discussion of Current Professional Concerns
• Installation or Ordination for TeachtJra 1
• TtJmporary and Permanent Teaching Calls
• A Call to Teach Secular Subjects 1
• A Title for Lutheran School TeachtJl'B
• The Pastor's Relationship to the School; the TtJachtJr's to the Church
• The Status and Call of WomtJn Teachers
• Functions of the Ministerial OHice

A Basic Resource far Your Approach ta Church Leadership
(CHAPTER TOPICS)
1. Scripture•• Tatlmony Concerning
&. Wh■t I• th■ Highest Function of
the Ministry 1
the Mlnlatry
I. Office of the Lutheran Sohool
2. The Ministry•• the Poueulon of
All Bellevera
Tuch■r
7. Call ofth■ Christian Tucher
3. The Munlng of "Ministry..
8. The Tucher In HI■ Parish
4. Branchn ■nd Function• of
the Ministry
Rel■tlon■hlps
Footnota ■nd Bibliography
P•p.,., 116 P•tlfl• (t), 5" x a. n.oo - Order No. 1ZU~7
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Introducing an inexpensive
new series of children's
religious picture-storybooks

ARCH BOOKS
35¢
EACH

VIVIDLY TEACHING BIBLE
TRUTH TO YOUNG HEARTS

Arch Boon introduce a new concept in fine religious literature for young
· · children. Expertly written and brilliantly illustrated, each Arch Boole
create■ a unique approach to a familiar Bible story or Interprets a • well known parable. Each book concludes with hints for explaining the
truth of the story.
THE FIRST SIX BOOKS OF A BRIGHT NEW SERIES - A
TREAT FOR YOUNG EYES AND MINDS - PARENTS WILL
ENJOY THEM TOO.

Th tlood S•m.,,,_, - Story of a Good Neighbor
No.19U110Z
Th• Bar Who R.,, Aw•r -The Prodlgal Son
No.llU1104
Th Rl,:I, Fool - Th■ Story of • Man and HI■ T , . . . _
No.llU1109
Liff/a B.,,,.mln· -,d t h First Chrldmu - A ■alhleh
Boy and th■ Chrlat Chlld - No. &9U1113
Elllht . . . . td &old - Th■ Par■bl■ of th■ TalDllt■
No.UU110I
Th tln.f Sllrprl•• -The Story of Zacch■■u■
No.UU1101

RECOMMEND ARCH BOOKS TO TEACHERS -

USE THEM IN YOUR HOME

v Unique, full-color children's_ an to capture interest
v Told in concise, eflectively
verse
nad-aloud prose and
v Dldint:live plft6 for Sunday •chool children
Order All Six Tltl• for Your Primary Ra■ourca Library
.... . . _ _ .
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